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PxUiJfjAGjS This is a book of learning games you can type in on your TI99/4A computer. You and your children can use this book to learn with the computer and about the computer. And while you are learning you are going to have fun. If your children need to practice their spelling, have them



play Scrambled Bees. If they are learning about fractions, give them some practice dividing up a pizza pie in Pepperoni, Please!



There are also programs on phonetics (Fat Cat), colors and sounds (The Pied Piper), multiplication (The Hamburger Contest), learning state names (Al's Tour of the States), Spanish (Uno! Dos! Tres!), and French (Un! Deux! Trois!). There is even a child-size word processor program called Book Report. Children can use it to write poems, stories, and, of course, book reports. There are twenty-one learning games in this book. The games are grouped by subject area. They are educational, simple, and designed to engage your children's imaginations. Most of the games are short. That means they are easy to enter into the computer. You can learn a lot about program ming in BASIC by reading the description of each game and typing it in. Each game has its own chapter. The chapter starts with a For Parents and Teachers section that briefly describes the game and the kinds of things children might learn by playing it.



Next is a For Kids section that weaves a story around each game and encourages children to use their imaginations when they play the game. The Program comes next. It is the listing of the commands



in the game. Following the program listing (in several chapters) is a Typing Hints section that explains how to type special parts of the program into the computer. Then comes a Highlights section that points out the major sections of the



program. This is followed by a Variables section that lists all the variables (the pigeonholes in the computer's memory that store important numbers and letters). The chapter ends with a Do-It-Yourself section that gives you suggestions for expand ing or enhancing the original game. BASIC statements and commands in this book are written



in capital letters: for example, FOR, NEXT, SAVE, CALL, and END. References to buttons on the keyboard are written in bold capital letters: for example, CTRL, FCTN, and ENTER. Many of the games use graphics (picture-making) char acters. These characters are defined by the CALL CHAR statement on the TI. You may reference the two manuals supplied with your TI-99/4A, namely, Beginner's BASIC and User's Reference Guide for a detailed description of the CALL CHAR statement.



Thanks to My Young Assistants ... Young people designed several of the learning games in this book. My editor at Hayden, Gary Markman, suggested that I find some high school students to help me with the programming. I spoke to David James, the computer science instructor at Patrick Henry High School, which is only two blocks from my home, in Roanoke, Virginia. Within a few days David and his students were designing programs for this book. The students came to school early and left late. They even got permission to leave other classes in order to work on the original programs for this book. David spent several weeks carrying their one computer back and forth between the school and the students' homes, so the students could work on the



programs in the evenings and on weekends. Atone point, all the programs mysteriously disappeared, probably due to a defec tive program recorder. But, somehow, the programs all got done. To celebrate the completion of the programs and to thank the students, I took David and his team of young programmers out for a pizza dinner, compliments of Hayden.



According to David, this book is just the start for his students. Now they are anxious to begin working on new books and maybe even start their own "Learning Games" software company.



Make These Programs Tour Own.



•



•



These programs are intentionally short and simple. That makes them easy to type in, easy to understand, and easy to use. It also makes them easy to modify. As you are typing them in, make these programs your own. For example, add comment lines (REM commands) in your own words that explain what each program does. Also, at the beginning of each game, add PRINT commands to explain the game rules to your children. I hope you and your children have as much fun using this book as I had writing it! Fred D'Ignazio



EQUIPMENT NEEDED



lb use the programs in this book, you will need the following equipment • A Texas Instruments TI-99/4A with 16K RAM (minimum). • A black and white or, preferably, a color monitor (TV). • A data cassette tape recorder or a disk drive system.
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PACES



1 HAPPY" PACE



For Parents and Teachers ... This is a game subroutine or "helper program." You can attach the subroutine onto most of the game programs in this book. When children get a correct answer, the subroutine prints a happy face, plays a happy tune, and congratulates the child.



For Kids... When you do something right, you expect a smile and a word of praise, right? Here's a little program that draws a happy face on the TV screen, prints out the message "RIGHT!" and plays a happy "whistle."



2



HAPPY FACE



The Program... Program Name: HAPPY 1000 REM



1010 1020 1030 1040 1050 1060 1070 1080 1090



*** HAPPY FACE ***



CALL CHAR(129,"071F3F7F73F3FFFF"> CALL CHAR(130,"E0F8FCFECECFFFFF"> CALL CHAR(131,nFFFFEF777B3ClF07") CALL CHAR(132,"FFFFF7EEDE3CF8E0") CALL HCHAR1 THEN 740 A*="" GOTO 750



740 A*=SEG*;N1;"+";N2;"= ?"; 3040 W=N1+N2 3050



RETURN



4000 REM



** SUBTRACTING **



4010 PRINT TAB(9)s"SUBTRACTING" 4020 GOSUB



500



4030



IF N1>N2 THEN 4070



4040



W=N1



4050 N1=N2 4060 N2=W



4070 UNN1-N2



4080 PRINT TAB 2



The > symbol means greater than. A thousand is greater than two.



You can also write the numbers like this:



8 < 1000



The < symbol means less than. Two is less than a thousand.



But what happens if you are out exploring an enchanted forest some afternoon after school, and you discover two caves. You turn on your pocket flashlight, enter one cave, and find 14 dragons. You back out carefully, enter the second cave and find 14 more dragons. You sneak out of the second cave and run all the way home.



You call the police and the fire department. Moments later, they are at your front door. They ask you what you saw. To describe what you just saw, you take out a piece of paper and draw 14 dragons and then 14 more dragons. You look at the cave pictures with all the dragons. Which cave had more dragons? Neither. They both had the same number of dragons. You can draw a big = (equal sign) between the two pictures of dragons. Or you can take a shortcut and write:



14 = 14



But what if you change your mind? In the first cave (the dirty cave), you think you saw shadows of other dragons. That means the dirty cave might have more dragons than the clean cave. You know that the clean cave had only 14 dragons. But some extra dragons might have been hiding in the dirty cave, behind the dragon garbage and the piles of old bones and dirty treasure you saw.
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Tim WONDERLAND



Now you can't say how many dragons were in the dirty cave. You use the symbol X to represent this mystery number. Is there anything you can say about X? Yes. You know X is at least 14 and maybe more. You can write this as:



X>=14



This means that X is greater than or equal to 14. You can also write this as:



14 4270 FOR PAUSE=1 4280 NEXT PAUSE



TO



100



4290 RETURN 4500 REM # PLAY NOTES * 4510 FOR F=l TO C 4520 CALL CLEAR



4525 PRINT "



*** NOTES IN THE CHORD ***"s:



4530 FOR E=0 TO 2



4540 CALL SOUND(500,KEY(PLAY(E,F)),5)



4550 PRINT TAB(14)iN*(PLAY(E,F')> 4560 NEXT E 4570 FOR PAUSE=1



4580 4590 4600 5000 5010 5020 5030



TO 200



NEXT PAUSE NEXT F RETURN REM * PLAY CHORDS * FOR F=l TO C CALL CLEAR PRINT "*** LISTEN TO THE CHORDS ***"::



5040 PRINT TAB(5);N$(PLAY(0,F));TAB(14)5N*(PLAY (1,F));TAB(23)5 N$(PLAY(2,F)) 5050 CALL S0UND(500,KEY(PLAY(0,F)),5,KEY(PLAY(1, F)),5,KEY(PLAY(2,F)),5) 5060 FOR PAUSE=1 5070 NEXT PAUSE 5080 NEXT F 5090 RETURN



TO



100
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TUN" WONDERLAND



Highlights... Look at the DATA commands on lines 3050 and 3060. Each



DATA command has two values: a musical tone and the string that holds the name of the note. The "#" symbol signifies that the note is a sharp. Each time you select a note, the value of the note (a pointer to the actual note values stored in the KEY array and the notename values stored in the N$ array) is stored in a twodimensional (rows-and-columns) array called PLAY. There are three rows in the PLAY array to store the three notes in each chord. There are 10 columns in the PLAY array to store



the (up to) 10 chords you have selected for your song. The two new chief subroutines are the Play Notes in Chords subroutine beginning on line 4500 and the Play Chords subroutine beginning on line 5000. These subroutines look at the PLAY array and select the chords, one at a time. The Play



Notes subroutine plays the individual notes in each chord. The Play Chords subroutine plays all three notes together to make a single chord sound. It also plays all the chords in the song.



Variables.. • A$



Your answer to "ANOTHER CHORD?" and "PLAY AGAIN?"



PLAY"



Two-dimensional array—the values in PLAY act as pointers to the musical note values stored in the KEY array and the note-name values stored in the N$ array.



KEY



Array—stores frequency (tone) of the notes.



C



Loop counter—major loop (controls number of chords chosen—you may choose up to 10 chords).



O



Loop counter—controls the three notes you choose for each chord.



MAKE UP A SONG



J



Loop counter—controls the 13 notes that you have to choose from (displays the notes on the TV screen).



F



Loop counter in Play Notes in Chords subrou tine—controls playing of each of up to 10 chords you have selected.



E



Loop counter in Play Notes in Chords subrou tine—controls playing of the three notes in each chord.



N$



String array—stores letters for the notes.



P



Sets position of note on screen.



Do-It-Yourself • • • This program can be simplified or made even more elaborate. For example, you might want to create a simpler game in which children compose a song out of notes instead of chords. Or you can load in a larger number of notes so that children can create chords from up to three octaves on the musical keyboard. Finally, you might also consider giving children the chance to select the tempo of the song and other components of the musical score such as note duration. For example, children could select eighth-notes, quarter-notes, half-notes, or wholenotes.
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14 ALB TOUR OF THE STATES



For Parents and Teachers ... This game teaches children the names of all the states. A letter appears on the screen, and the children have to guess which state begins with that letter. If they can't think of any states or they can't spell the state name, the computer will let them peek at the state names beginning with each letter.



For Kids... Here's Alphabet Al sowing "alphabet" seeds all over the country. When Al visits a state he finds out the first letter in the state's name and then plants only that letter. For example, Al plants T's all over Texas, A's all over Alaska, and N's all over New Jersey. Al doesn't plant any B's, E's, J's, Q's, X's, Y's, or Z's, since there are no states beginning with those letters. 78



AI/S TOUR OP THE STATES



After Al enters a new state and plants a letter, he stops and asks you to guess what state he is in. If you guess a state that begins with the letter Al has just planted, you win. If not, Al lets you try again. If you can't think of a state beginning with the right letter, just press the ENTER button. Al will flash all the states beginning with that letter on the TV screen. When you're through studying the state names, just press ENTER again (or any other key). Then Al gives you another chance.



The Game...



Program Name: STATES 10 REM * AL'S TOUR OF THE STATES * 20 CALL CLEAR



30 PRINT "* AL'S TOUR OF THE STATES *" 40 50 60 70 80 90



FOR GN1 TO 11 PRINT NEXT Q FOR PAUSE=1 TO NEXT PAUSE FOR X=65 TO 90



95 IF



1000



"N" THEN 557 590 CALL CLEAR 600 END



5000 DATA STREET OR ROAD 5010 DATA APARTMENT 5020 DATA CITY 5030 DATA STATE 5040 DATA ZIP



6000 DATA 2117 CARTER ROAD SW 6010 6020 6030 6040



DATA DATA DATA DATA



* ROANOKE VIRGINIA 24015



Typing Hints... Remember to loadthe Happy-Sad routine beforetyping in this program.



Highlights... The Where Do You Live address game was developed by Melissa Perdue, a student at Patrick Henry High School in Roanoke, Virginia.



The address game program has a sample (Roanoke) address entered on lines 6000to 6040. You will need to replace this with your address. Your street goes on line 6000. Your apartment goes on 6010. If you don't live in an apartment, just



enter an * with the DATA command at 6010. Your city goes on line 6020, your state at 6030, your zip code at 6040. The address categories are stored in DATA statements on



88



TI Of WONDERLAND



lines 5000 to 5040 (i.e., STREET OR ROAD, APARTMENT, CITY, STATE and ZIP). The main action in the program takes place inside the loops from lines 60 to 76. The program READs in the address categories (lines 60 to 67) and the actual address (lines 70 to 76). Each time the child gets a wrong answer, the wronganswer counter, C, is incremented by 1. If C is less than 3, the computer keeps asking for the same part of his or her address. When C reaches 3, the computer displays the correct answer, then erases it and lets the child try again. At the beginning of the game, the program displays the child's name and address in the format in which it would



appear on an envelope. If a category has an * (for example, your apartment address), the program skips to the next category (line 173).



Variables... PAUSE



Delay loop counter.



M



Your name.



Nl$



First name.



N3$



Last name.



A$



Answer to question "PLAY AGAIN?"



GADS



Address guess.



ADM



Address category (street, city, etc.).



RAD$



Address (your street name, city name, etc.).



J



Loop counter—main loop of game.



O



Wrong-answer counter.



Do-It-Yourself... With just a couple of changes, this game can help children learn other people's addresses—friends, grandparents, etc.



16 QUIZ SHOW



For Parents and Teachers ... This game helps children learn some interesting facts. The questions in this game can be easily replaced by questions focusing on a particular subject: history, geography, current events, language arts, etc. Also, many new questions can be added.



The game is self-grading. It keeps track of the children's correct and incorrect answers. The children's score is printed at the end of the quiz.



For Kids... Pretend that you get a letter in the mail. You have been invited to be on a TV quiz show! You go to the library, and take out dozens of books. You read the newspaper every day. You study your encyclopedia. 89



90



TI IN WONDERLAND



You feel so full of facts and figures that they might soon pop out of your ears! The big day arrives. You go to the TV studio. The show



begins. They put makeup on your face, so you don't look pale under the cameras. The stage is hot. The lights are bright. You feel nervous. Here comes the first question: Who is the father of our country? George Washington? John Adams? Thomas Jefferson?



For a moment, you throw a blank. None of the names sounds right. Then you recover. "George Washington?" you say. The quiz show announcer's happy face appears. "Right!" he says. Happy music floods the studio. The other kids look at you enviously. How could you be so sharp, so cool under pressure? You relax. This is going to be easy.



The Game...



Program ITame: QUIZ 50 REM *** QUIZ 60 REM *



SHOW ***



SCOTT RAINEY



* 70 REM * BRIAN FRANCOIS * 75 CALL CLEAR



80 PRINT "



*** QUIZ SHOW ***"



90 FOR Q=l TO 11 100 PRINT 110 NEXT Q 120 FOR PAUSE=1 TO 900 130 NEXT PAUSE 140 RESTORE 150 FOR QUES=1 155 FLAG=0



TO



15



160 READ Q$,AA$,AB$,AC*,ANS$ 170 CALL CLEAR



180 PRINT Q* 190 PRINT



200 PRINT "A)



"jAA*



210 PRINT



220 PRINT "B> 230 PRINT



";AB*



QUIZ SHOW 240 PRINT "C> 250 FOR S=l 260 PRINT 270 NEXT S



"5AC*



TO 7



280 CALL KEY"N" THEN 690 740 CALL CLEAR 750



END



Highlights... This program is long, but it consists almost entirely of PRINT statements.



The key to the program is on line 630. There the computer swami "flips a coin" to decide your future. The RND function



makes the computer choose either a 1 or a 2. If the computer chooses a 1, it answers your question "YES!!" If the computer chooses a 2, it answers your question "NO!!"



What makes this program a success, ofcourse, is obviously not programming knowhow. Instead it is atmosphere and imagination. Sit down and try asking the computer to predict your future. Before you know it, you will be asking the computer some pretty serious questions. It's easier than you think to come under the fortune teller's spell.



Variables... PAUSE



Delay loop counter. Accepts your answer to "TELL YOUR FUTURE AGAIN?"



Accepts child's question. Loop counter—prints "GAZING.. ."threetimes.



THE FORTUNE TELLER



Do-It-Yourself. .. You can add all sorts of bells and whistles to this program to heighten the illusion that a real 10,000-year-old wizard lives inside the computer. For example, the wizard can ask the child his or her name. Information in DATA statements can correlate



with a particular name and the wizard can impress the child with how much he knows about him or her. You can also add SOUND commands that make sound



effects and eerie noises. You might even consider adding a crystal ball on the screen or a glimpse of the wizard's ancient face.



This program is an example of how a good game can be 90% imagination and only 10% perspiration.



11?



SI SECRET AGENT



For Parents and Teachers ... This is an imagination game. It takes words and sentences and turns them into secret codes for children to pass around and try to figure out. This game might act as an incentive to encourage your children to practice writing and typing on the computer.



For Kids... Pretend you are agent Triple-Nine. You have a secret message that you have to deliver to the president of a small country nestled in the Andes Mountains in South America. The message contains the plans to a powerful, new, top-secret Quark bomb. The president needs this bomb to defend his country against an imminent attack of robot guerillas from a neighboring country. 118



SECRET AGENT



You are almost ready to board your private jet and fly to the president's country. But first, in case you meet with foul play, you need to translate the bomb plans into a secret code. Then, even if the plans fall into the enemy's hands, they will be useless.



You can invent a secret code. Then you can take each letter of each word in the bomb plans and translate it. But this would take forever. Anyway, you already have a coding machine. It's your computer. You turn on the computer, load the Secret-Agent program,



and type RUN. The computer asks you for your code name. You type 999. "GOOD NAME!" says the computer. "I LIKE THAT!" You type in the secret plans, one line at a time. A message flashes on the TV screen: "CODING MACHINE NOW WORK



ING." Moments later the coded bomb plans appear on the screen. You copy them down and destroy the original plans. You board your airplane and head for South America.



The Game...



Program Name: SECRET 50 REM ** SECRET AGENT ** 60 CALL CLEAR 70 PRINT " *** SECRET AGENT GAME ***" 80 FOR 0*1 TO 11 90 PRINT 100 NEXT Q 110 FOR PAUSE-1 TO 900 120 NEXT PAUSE 130 CALL CLEAR 140 PRINT "WHAT IS YOUR CODE NAME=" 150 INPUT N* 160 CALL CLEAR 170 PRINT "GOOD NAME! I LIKE IT!" 175 PRINT



180 PRINT N*;% WHAT IS YOUR SECRET" 190 INPUT "MESSAGE?":M* 210 CALL CLEAR



220 PRINT " CODING MACHINE NOW WORKING"



119



180



TI IN WONDEELAHD 230 240 250 255 260



FOR 0=1 PRINT NEXT Q M2$="" FOR Q=l



TO



11



TO LEN(M*>



270 IF SEG*(M$,0!11)=" " THEN 300' 280 M2$=M2*&CHR* 
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